Gorge Vague | The Void of the City
How to Connect "Local Relations" in Tokyo

What is "Gorge Vague"?
In Tokyo, which developed based on the urban structure of the Edo period, it is a place where historic
sites and remains and urban infrastructure arranged along them are combined.
It also refers to a state where the relationship between "ancient structural remnants" and "cities" is
weak and the way to use them is ambiguous.

BACKGROUND
The Matsudaira family residence,

Elements

which was the predecessor of Rikugien
Garden, the Hawks breeder residence,
and the Komagome eggplant field
Territorial Border

were spread out. In addition, 'Fujisan
shinko' (Mt. Fuji belief) had taken
root due to the existence of Fujiko
(Fuji congregation) which was active

Civic Pride

Urban Issue

Meiji-Period

City after the air raid

Period of high economic growth

Current city

around Fuji-jinja Shrine. The poem 'One
Fuji, Two Taka and Three Nasu' was
composed together with the words of
local specialties.After the Great Kanto
Earthquake and the Great Tokyo Air
Raids, people lost their connections and
the scenery they once had.
The present town was formed.

Rikugien Garden
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Mt. Fuji

Fujiko was founded in Komagome in the Edo period. His
activities include mountain worship that worships beautiful
Mt. Fuji. In Bunkyo Ward, it is still called 'Komagome no
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Mt. Fuji belief

Metropolitan Cancer and Infectious Diseases
Center Komagome Hospital (Komagome Hospital),

Ofuji-san' (Mt. Fuji in Komagome), and Fujiko (currently the
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Hawks

Eggplants

A group of falconers who used Takajo Yashiki:

Hawks

Vegetables such as eggplant, daikon radish, and

Eggplants

Mitakagumi donated a stone monument to Tensojinja Shrine to show their existence to posterity.

burdock were grown as cash crops in farming
villages in the suburbs of Edo, and various kinds

chairman of the town) goes around the town and returns to

which is where falconers used to live when the

of vegetables were also grown around Fuji Shrine,

the shrine in accordance with the opening of the mountain,

shogun went falconry.

which developed as a supply base for the large

and performs the opening of the mountain by dedicating

consumption area of Edo.

Hanamanto three times around the main building.

Congregation
After World War II, GHQ
was dismantled once,
but the or ganization
has changed its form.

Komagome Hospital
Fuji-jinja Shrine

Komagome Shrine
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Once every 4 years, a federation of town associations, or ujiko kai, brings
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together 12 town associations in the Komagome area and parade the
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streets in the main shrine mikoshi (portable shrine) produced in the Taisho
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period. The main shrine mikoshi has been handed down from generation to
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generation in all ujiko machi-kai.
The Fuji belief, which has
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name to an intersection, a
park, or a neighborhood
association, it has
become a wor d spoken

←Festival Route

←Festival Route

in the daily lives of local
residents, and it has been
established even though
it is unconscious of the
belief.Mt. Fuji, which used

Komagome Station

to be visible fr om Fujijinja Shrine and Mt. Fujimi,

Start Point

is n o lo n g e r v isib le a s
buildings become taller.

Mt. Fuji Shrine

Shinko-sai Festival

Mt. Fuji Park
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Komagome Shrine

A total of 33 issues were categorized into 3 categories: "Urban issues in buildings along Rikugien and Hongo streets," "Issues for local
residents based on reports of town associations," and "Regional issues triggered by Mt. Fuji, Mt. Takano, and eggplant.".
In addition, nine types are identified and plans are made to explore new urban architecture.
The name of "Mt. Fuji" that remains in the town
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